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(6 Marks) Q.1. Fill in the blanks with correct option 
a) A strip of cloth tied just above the wound is calleda 
b) Stay away from waler bodies during Wcather 

The smallest unit of substance showing all its properties is called 
d) 
c) 

Corrosion is 
does not show scasonal migration. 

The proboscis of a butterfly is 
Q.2. Give one word to the following. (6 Marks) 
a) Never do this in shallow water while swimming. 
b) Disease caused by a dog bite. 

One gas soluble in water. 
Combustion. 

c) 
d) 
e) Human beings breath through. 

The openings of the nose in the human beings. 
Q.3. State whether the following sentences are true or false. (6 Marks) 
a) Rubber allows clectricity to pass through it. 
b) In case of animal bite, you should wrap a wet piece of cloth around your mouth. 

In gases the space between molecules never change. c) 
d) Rusting of Iron is a physical change. 
c) Fish breathe with the help of gills. 

A frog can breathe through lungs and moist skin. 

Q.4. Match the following. 
Column A 

(6 Marks) 
Column B 
Nitrogen. 
Four wings. 
Flippers 
Burning of wood 
Roll 
PASS 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

Stop, Drop 
Fire extinguisher 
Irreversible change 

ii. 

Gas IV, 

e) Turtle . 

Butterfly 1. 

6 Marks) 
Q.5. Give reasons to the following. (Any three) 

We use sand and not water when there is a fire at petrol pump. a) 
b) 
c) 

Sugar is Soluble in water. 
Whales comes out of the surface of water to breathe. 

d) Fireman uses fireproof and waterproof uniform that can also resist heat. 
Q.6. Distinguish between. (Any one) 

(4 Marks) a) Sprain and fracture. 
b) Physical change and chemical change. 
Q.7. Draw and label. (Any one) 

(6 Marks) a) Safety signs at petrol pump. What will happen if we don't follow these safety rules. 
b) Arrangement of molecules in solid, liquid and gas with explanation. 


